Business Studies and Russian/Polish at a glance

Programme: This programme allows students to combine the study of business-related subjects with a language.

Russian course content: In all years the Department provides intensive study of the Russian language, Russian society and institutions. In their final year students write a case study in Russian/Polish on a Russian/Polish company.

Residence in Russia: BSL (Russian) students spend their third year on an approved course in the School of Management, St Petersburg University. BSL (Polish) students spend their third year on an approved course in a Polish School of Business.

All students are required to do a two-month job placement in Russia/Poland before entering the final year.

Year 1
Language 1:  Elementary to intermediate Russian (the written and spoken language) [RUF104]  
Elementary to intermediate Polish (the written and spoken language) [PLF104]  
OR  Intermediate to advanced Russian [RUF202]  
OR  Russian for advanced learners 1 [RUF114]  
OR  Polish for advanced learners 1 [PLF114]  
Area Studies 1:  Introduction to Central, East European and Russian Area Studies [MT-RUF608; HT-RUF609]

Year 2
Language 2:  Intermediate to advanced Russian (the written and spoken language) [RUF207]  
Intermediate to advanced Polish (the written and spoken language) [PLF207]  
OR  Receptive skills 1 [RUS102]  
OR  Productive skills 1 [RUS103]  
OR  Russian for advanced learners 2 [RUF214]  
OR  Polish for advanced learners 2 [PLF214]  
Area Studies 2:  Russian Area Studies 2 [MT-RUF708; HT-RUF709]  
Polish Area Studies 2 [MT-PLF708; HT-PLF709]

Year 3  Year abroad

Year 4
Language 4  Russian Business Communication [RUS207]  
Polish Business Communication [PLS207]  
Area Studies 4  Contemporary Russian society [RUS604]  
Contemporary Polish society [PLS604]  
Case Study  [RUS/PLF907]